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Our cover artwork star is the work
of Josie Hargreaves.

The artwork is based around
embracing our true self as
Gemma talks about in an

interview (psst, turn to page 06
for the full article).

Embrace is about loving yourself or falling
in love with yourself despite having flaws
as everybody has something they don’t like
about themselves. It’s about recognising and
celebrating your true self for who you are. We
explore this in the form of fashion, beauty, online
influences and art. We want you to sit down with a cuppa and
speak to us as though we are best friends catching up in your
favourite coffee shop.
This month in Embrace, we are excited about the dungaree
trend, cruelty free makeup staples and The Hormone Diaries
by Hannah Witten release date. We’ve also thrown in a good
feel playlist for you to listen to like nobody’s watching – grab
your hairbrush and sing out loud!

Yasmina xx

WHAT WE ARE LUSTING OVER
Our monthly selection of favourite things that is in our diaries,
shopping baskets and on our minds.
We can’t wait to read YouTuber
and already award-winning
author, Hannah Witton’s new
book. She has written every
woman’s essential companion
to the hormone rollercoaster
that at least 50 per cent of the
world deal with. It’s filled with
fascinating research,
crowdsourced stories and
reassurance that everyone
needs.
The Hormone Diaries, £9.99
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Monki x Mental Health Europe
is a campaign that recognises
that, whether you’re having a
good or a bad day, sometimes
accepting your feelings is hard.
The collection includes four
tshirts in a range of colours.
Embrace your feels, £10
monki.com
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ONE TO
FOLLOW
Emily Coxhead has taken on the
world with The Happy News, a
platform to share positive news
and good people. We are super
excited to have spotted her stationary and gifts in local Boots
stores for customers to enjoy.

Our Fav
e!
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THE

INFLUENCER CHART

Embrace’s edit of the most inspirational and original feeds in the
content creator world. Bookmark these clickworthy influencers
now...

1.

Beauty
katiemeehan.co.uk
Katie Meehan is a North
East-based blogger who
was born with a rare facial
condition called Cystic
Hygroma which is a
lymphatic malformation.
As a former Urban Decay
employee, she gained
knowledge of makeup and
began her blog in 2014
so she can chat about
all things beauty related.
Since then she has grown
her social media accounts
to over 25k, spreading
awareness of her facial
condition through radio,
podcasts and a BBC
Three documentary.
Follow for: all things
beauty and lifestyle
adventures
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2.

Lifestyle
youtube.com/user/
Muckypupcharlie/
Rebecca Allen is a North
East-based vlogger who
has Ulterative Colitis.
She shares her adventures
and day to day life through
the form of vlogs as well
as raise awareness of
Ulterative Colitis which
has become popular
amongst her followers.
She studied beauty
therapy at college and is
currently building up her
own business by using
cruelty free and vegan
products.
Follow for: relaxed vlogs
and informative
information about
Ulterative Colitis

3.

Sex & Relationships
youtube.com/user/
hannahgiraso
Hannah Witton is a
full-time YouTuber who
makes vlogs about sex,
relationships and other
taboo subjects that we all
find difficult to talk about.
Hannah also had
Ulterative Colitis however
she has now had an
operation for a stoma
where she shared her
journey with her
followers. Her combined
social media following
have over half a million
followers. After writing
Doing It! she became an
award-winning author and
is set to release her new
book next month.
Follow for: monthly
favourites, book talk and
tackling taboo subjects

4.

Prince’s Trust
Young Ambassador
of the Year 2018
Tom Rebair is a Young
Ambassador for The
Prince’s Trust and Young
Minds UK activist.
After struggling with an
eating disorder and mental
health from a young age,
Tom has improved leaps
and bounds and actively
raises awareness of eating
disorders and mental
health through talks,
videos and social media.
Follow for: inspiration and
tips for managing life with
mental health

THE RETURN OF
THE DUNGAREE
Yasmina Magdy speaks up on how to get the
most out of the dungarees that’s so retro, but
so now!
The ‘90s was an era of many memoriable events.
Titanic became the biggest event in the cinematic
world, Britney Spears was taking over the charts
and you were probably listening to her through
your portable CD player with the massive over the
ear headphones and you probably had a similar
Millie Mackintosh is styling it
hair cut from one of the Friends character (but
out with this gorgeous pale
ALE
without the drama). Well guess what, they are
XA
pink number giving us all
CHU
back!
summer vibes.
NG
SS1
Unfortunately, I don’t mean Britney and Justin
9
getting back together but the 90s trends are
forever coming back in fashion. Last year was
the oversized denim jacket and this Summer you
can strut your stuff in comfy but still rather stylish
dungarees.
Personally, I am a huge fan and believe that it
was probably one of the greatest exports of the
era. While there is still a place for patterned or the
basic jumpsuit - you can’t go wrong with a denim
number.
The ‘90s dungaree is specific in proportions,
however, this Summer experiment with colour,
pattern and shorts. Oversize makes for a slouchier
and comfortable look - much easier to wear than
its slim sister. Here’s why...

1.
2.
3.
4.

They are super comfortable to wear whilst also
being convenient. Throw a top on, whack some
shoes with it and you’re good for just about any
occasion.

HOW WE ARE WEARING IT

For a 2019 update, you can experiment with many
different colours and patterns - go on brighten up
that wardrobe of yours.
The denim dress looks cute and feminine but, with
a pair of short dungarees, there’s no need to worry
about possible thigh rub.

Aashfaria wears a
unique pattern with
a blue shirt and
Your boyfriend can borrow them, so he will love
boots.
you even more. Dungarees are one of the most
@aashfaria
unisex fashion pieces on the catwalk this summer.

Talisa keeps it casual Leigh has matched
with trainers and
hers wit a lightan oversized denim weight jumper to
jacket.
enjoy a cuppa.
@talisaminoush
@leightravers
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GEMMA”S LITTLE WORLD
words: yasmina magdy
photos: virgit canaz

Gemma is the content creator behind a
fashion and lifestyle blog, Gemma’s Little
World. She describes herself as a plus
size fashion blogger and I know that her
confidence and honesty is something that
inspires me and a lot of other people that
follow her. I sat down with her to hear
about what she thought embracing your
size and the effects of social media...
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What made you start your blog?
I started my blog because so many
of my friends were asking how I get
my confidence and where I get my
clothes from. Even things like where
I like to go for dinner so I decided to
put it all online.
Is blogging your full-time job?
Blogging is my part time job, I work
for social services full time.
Describe what a typical day would
be like for you.
There really is no typical day. It
depends on what is going on with
certain brands, I may have to shoot
content after work during the day
or maybe go to an event after work
during the week. I try my hardest to
keep weekends free for family and
friends. Sometimes I might get a
last minute invite and so try to be
available.
You seem particularly confident
when it comes to taking photos and
being behind the camera, have you
got any tips and advice for people
who lack body confidence and who
are wanting to start a fashion blog?
My confidence has grown over time
with being in front of the camera. At
first, it was daunting but overtime I
began to see myself for who I really
was and people still liked me. That
was when I stopped comparing
myself. I would say don’t be afraid
to look at yourself and overtime you
will start to love yourself and be
happy in wanting to get in front of
the camera more often.

Back mules sandals, £45
marksandspencer.com

Belted shirt dress, £40
monki.com

Do you ever feel pressure to
lose weight by followers or stay
the same weight to retain your
followers?
In terms of weight, I have
fluctuated in the past yet the same
people have been around. I try not
to worry about what other people
want me to do and just do what
makes me happy.
Have you got a favourite outfit or
trend?
Trends: I love most of them but I like
to be creative and try them all. I love
neutrals but then I also love big bold
colours too. It all depends on my
mood!
Where do you see Gemma’s Little
World going in the future? Have you
got any goals or things you would
like to achieve?
I would love to represent plus size
brands and create my own range. I
would also love to be part of some
body confidence campaigns if
possible.

What do you think of the plus-size
community nowadays and how do
you think it has changed?
The plus size community has rapidly
grown more now then ever before
because people are starting to have
conversations. Brands are now
realising the need for inclusivity and
so we are seeing more plus size
models and ranges. Mainly high
street, the catwalks are moving very
slow.
I noticed that you have worked on
a lot of ad campaigns recently. Do
you feel the pressure to continue
wearing gifted items?
When I work with brands, I usually
get to choose the clothes I would
like and so that means I can wear
them again and I know they are
something I would like.
However, I have also been sent
things without knowing and am
happy to showcase it if I think my
audience would like it, even if I don’t
but I would be honest about that
within my post and across social
media.
What’s your favourite three items in
your wardrobe?
My favourite items are my Monki
dress, Curvissa trench coat. My
Marks and Spencers wide fit shoes
are the most comfortable.

Classic Long
Trench Coat, £64
curvissa.co.uk

There is a big shift amongst the
fashion community to buy more
ethically, do you find it difficult to do
this with being a plus size blogger?
It is so very hard to shop ethically
being plus size. Most brands that
sell plus-size sizes are not
sustainable. Most charity shops
don’t have my size of clothing
however we can always do this for
other things such as shoes and
bags.
How big is your wardrobe?
My wardrobe is a normal size haha,
however, I do change it around
every six weeks as I have so many
gifted outfits. I have boxes under
my bed and regularly give to charity.
Is it hard to stay body positive all of
the time especially when
surrounded by social media?
Social media can be both positive
and negative. I honestly think that
we are in total control of this. If
there is someone sharing something
that makes you feel negative (it may
not be anything personal to you)
then don’t follow them. I only follow
people that make me feel positive.
However, I wished my friends and
family would do this. It’s often those
who I am trying to convince not to
feel negative.
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LIVING WITH DYSLEXIA
Emma Schilders, a recent Comparative Literature graduate and
filmmaker talks about the highs and lows of Dyslexia...

Can you describe what it is like
living with dyslexia?
You don’t notice it until you get to
school. It’s a lot of confusion of
“why can’t I spell this word” and
“why can’t I do my times tables?”.
A lot of frustration comes with it
too; when you’re little you just don’t
understand and for a long time I felt
stupid. Even when I was diagnosed
(at age 6, which is very early mind
you) I only felt a little better, but no
one made the effort to really explain
it to me, so I still didn’t know why
things were difficult until I went to
secondary school. Everything takes
a lot longer and so much more
effort. But once you leave school
you’re so used to giving 200% and
double, triple checking things that
you start to thrive in a work
environment incredibly quickly.
My dyslexia has shaped me as a
person far more than you might at
first think. It changes your entire
way of seeing the world, which
isn’t so surprising when you realise
dyslexic brains do physically differ
from none dyslexic brains. I credit
it with my Ikea assembling skills,
my YouTube and my filmmaking. I
wouldn’t be able to do those things
with half the ease I do were I not
dyslexic. We almost give dyslexia a
bad rep as a disability, sparing far
too few moments to praise it for the
gifts it cantine us too. Dyslexia is
hard as a kid but great as an adult!
I’ll admit at 21 I’m still only barely an
adult, but I’ve already noticed such
big differences. I finished my degree
this summer. I still can’t spell or do
my times tables. At least we have
spell checkers.
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“Tinted glasses are so worth it
even if you get the odd looks in
the library of why you are wearing
sunglasses indoors”
Things that can help you overcome
dyslexia?
You don’t ‘overcome’ dyslexia, you
make it work for you. We shouldn’t
necessarily think about it as an
obstacle in our way. Yes, in the
standardised education system it
can be a burden, with dyslexics
having to work twice as hard to
do what their peers do with ease.
You will develop a million and one
Matilda, £5.99
coping mechanisms, but as you
waterstones.com
do this you refine your problem
solving skills over and over. By the
What are your favourite books?
time you leave school you are now
I love the classics. Pretentious?
miles ahead of everyone else in this
Probably. Efficient? Certainly. It’s
type of thinking. We could all do
not that people wrote better in the
with learning how much of an asset
past, it’s that only the good works
dyslexia is and can be for you. Find
kept being reprinted. Consider ‘the
classics’ natural selection for books. those things you can excel at that
none dyslexics have to work twice
At least I see it that way. If I
as hard at that. Sectors such as
consider the effort involved in me
the arts and business for example.
reading a book I’d rather not waste
5-10% of the population is thought
it on pulp. My brother loves pulp.
to be dyslexic, and 40% of the
He also reads 100 pages in the
time it takes for me to read 20. Am I worlds millionaires are too, you just
possibly missing out? I don’t doubt need to look into what dyslexics are
that, but I am rarely disappointed by predisposed to do better at. I know
it’s hard, but one we find the
what I read. My Comparative
perfect environment for us to use
Literature degree has certainly
reinforced this bias for me, and I’ve our problem solving skills, our
inherently visual and 3D ways of
read a lot of good books.
thinking, we excel far above the
My favourites (at least for now) are
rest. It’s what our brains are built
Roxana by Daniel Defoe, Corrine,
for. No wonder we think dyslexia is
or Italy by Madame de Stäel, The
something to overcome when we’re
Charterhouse of Parma by
at school because we never get
Stendhal, The Complete Essays by
Michele de Montaigne, Madame de the chance to be the best. At least
that’s how I felt. So no, you don’t
Pompadour by Nancy Mitford and
overcome it, I at least wouldn’t want
Matilda by Roald Dahl. If you’ve
to even if I could. It makes me who I
never heard of these before, look
am and because of it I can do what
into them, I 100% vouch that they
I love.
are worth the effort.
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GOOD VIBES
Emma’s To
p tips

1.

2.

3.

Tinted glasses. I’m telling you. Not
enough people seem to know they
exist! Coloured paper and overlays
are great sure, but they’re a hassle.
An optician can test the different
colours that you read best under,
the ones that reduce the glare from
the black text on white paper the
most. Mine are pink, the ones I
had before were blue. I would have
struggled a great deal more with my
degree had I not had them. Yes, in
the library you will get the odd looks
of “why is she wearing sunglasses
indoors”. But trust me, they’re so
worth it.
Another thing is that you have got
to learn to manage your time. The
reality is you’re going to take longer
than everyone else when you’re at
school, you just will. It’s not your
fault, but you still have to work
around it. So start everything well in
advance. If you’re worried about a
deadline being to tight
communicate that with whoever’s
in charge, they hopefully will be
reasonable about giving you
extensions. Aren’t we entitled to
that 25% extra after all?
With written work it is so
important you let someone else
read it. Dyslexics are prone to
phonetic substitutions, missing out
words, swapping letters round, the
whole lot. It doesn’t matter how
many times you read your work
you’re not going to see it. Have
another pair of none dyslexic eyes
catch that for you. My greatest hits,
let’s say, are ‘scared’ instead of
‘sacred’, ‘troops’ instead of ‘tropes’,
‘casual’ instead of ‘causal’, and my
personal fave ‘monocles’ instead
of ‘molecule’. Mum laughed a lot at
that last one.

P L A Y L I S T
Act My Age - One Direction
It’s Not Living (If It’s Not With You) The 1975
I Don’t Care (with Justin Bieber) Ed Sheeran
ME! - Taylor Swift feat. Brendon Urie
Pressure Drop - Toots & The Maytals
break up with your girlfriend, I’m
bored - Ariana Grande
If I Can’t Have You - Shawn Mendes
SOS - Avicii
Tonight’s Today - Jack Penate
Reach - S Club 7
High Hopes - Panic! At The Disco
Star Girl - McFly
Wannabe - Spice Girls
Shut Up And Dance - WALK THE
MOON
Money, Money, Money - ABBA
Grace - Lewis Capaldi
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2.

1.

DO IT LIKE BECX
Dive into Becca’s beauty bag to
mimic her cruelty free
routine...

8.

7.
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I’m obsessed with Cruelty-Free beauty and everything
I use and recommend is not tested on animals. I even
made my makeup artist business cruelty-free!
I love a good winged eyeliner. My favourite is the
Revolution Renaissance Flick [1] which is an amazing
dupe for the Kat Von D Tattoo Liner [2], apart from it’s
only £5! It glides on like a dream and doesn’t smudge at
all!
At night I slather on The Body Shop Drops of Youth
Concentrate [3] which is amazing for smoothing fine
lines and replenishing skin.
I always have to carry my Sleek Matte Me Liquid Lip
[4] in the shade Birthday Suit and NYX Lip Lingerie [5]
in the shade Ruffle Trim. They’re my two favourite nude
lips.
My go-to foundation is the Fenty Pro Filtr’ Foundation
[7]. It’s a semi-matte medium coverage foundation that
lasts all day and is vegan and cruelty-free. If you want a
more affordable foundation the Sleek Lifeproof
Foundation [6] is so underrated!
I get my beauty tips from fellow makeup artists and
beauty bloggers, especially celebrity makeup artists on
Instagram like MakeupByMario.
I get inspiration for makeup looks from Instagram
hashtags! Especially if you have a theme in mind… such
a #SummerMakeup or #SunsetMakeup. Pop it in the
search and absolutely loads of makeup looks will come
up.
My holy grail product that should be in everyone’s
makeup bags is The Body Shop Camomile Cleansing
Oil [8]. It is genuinely the best makeup remover I have
ever used. I apply it to dry skin, it melts away my
makeup completely, and I wash it away with warm water
and a face cloth.

6.

3.

5.

4.

FEELING STRESSED?
GIVE IT A GO!
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#embraceyourself
Discovering yourself can only
be a good thing.

www.embraceyou.co.uk

